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Aims of award
To promote and foster pride in, and recognition of, outstanding achievements which advance our goals and values
To develop an appreciation of the diversity and depth of personal and community achievement within women in aquaculture/seafood
To promote and recognize individual aquaculture/seafood women for the time and dedication they have demonstrated for members of the community
To provide positive role models for women in aquaculture/seafood.
Dr. Madhumita Mukherjee

AwF Woman of the Month – August 2016

Standardized the concept of canal culture in the Mangrove ecosystem for the sustainable and alternative income for poor women fishers initially involved with wild prawn seed collection.

Successfully organized and completed a training program on ornamental fish and arranged financial assistance for 1500 women fisher group.

Introduced the concept of ‘Multidimensional and Multipurpose Hatchery’ for fish seed rearing for both food fish and ornamental fish round the year involving the women fishers.
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